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ABSTRACT 

Badri. 152301816. 2019. The Students’ Understanding on Morphological Process 

of Derivation and Inflection on The Jakarta Post Article. (Qualitative Research on 

English Student on Sixth Grade at The State Islamic University Sultan Maulana 

Hasanuddin Banten) 

This research investigates how students’ understanding on morphological process 

of derivation and inflection; and students’s ability in analyzing of derivational and 

inflectional morphemes on The Jakarta Post article. The aims of the research 

identify students’ understanding on morphological process of derivation and 

inflection; and students’s ability in analyzing of derivational and inflectional 

morphemes on The Jakarta Post article. This research used qualitative research 

method. The instruments used in this research was observation, test, and interview. 

This research involves 15 English students of sixth grade at The State Islamic 

University Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin Banten. The research finding  of the last 

result showed students’ understanding and ability in process and analyzing of 

derivational and inflectional morphemes on The Jakarta Post article are student 

average can analyze three word classes that produced of derivation and inflection 

such as on derivation; manage added –ment is management (noun), beauty added –

ful  is beautiful (adjective), and usual added –ly is usually (adverb), on iflection; 

impact added –s is impacts (noun), expect added –ed is expected (verb), and near 

added –ly is nearly (adverb); and student average can analyze two word clsses that 

produced of derivation and inflection such as on derivation; conserve added –ation  

is conservation (noun), name added –ly  is namely (adverb), on iflection; service 

added –s is service (noun), improve added –ed is improved (verb). 
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MOTTO 

“With knowledge we might be able to run as fast as we want, but only by faith we 

can reach the goal” 
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